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3d tv for sale



46 Samsung UE46D7000 full HD 1080p FREEVIEW Digital LED 3D TV Gradient: Grade A Graded TVs are items that retailers can't sell on High Street for various reasons. This may be because TVs are excess inventory, end line/discontined models, 30-day customer return, unwanted gifts, or items with
damaged packaging. When TVs come to us in an electronic world, they are technically tested, processed, repackaged and put up for sale. Before sale, all TVs are subject to comprehensive quality control by our engineers. In most cases the item will be supplied with original packaging, it will be in
excellent condition and classified as Grade A - do not use the items we sell but can have slight marks of handling. If the original packaging is not provided we will supply other safe packaging to keep the TV well protected in transit. The elements are generally in excellent condition but can have some small
marks on the outer shell/stand. Screens will be pristine unless otherwise stated. If there are any defects or noticeable marks/scratches you will attach the pictures of the item and the description will detail any cosmetic damage to the items. All TVs sold on this site carry a 12-month 'return to base' warranty
provided by us (unless otherwise stated). Our warranty on all our products shows our confidence in every product we sell. When the TV is collected unwrapped and a demonstration of tv is given reassurance of mind. This is truly an amazing way to save hundreds of brand new prices without sacrificing
any quality or performance! Pixel Resolution: 1920 × 1080p measures the number of vertical lines of the number of horizontal lines that can be displayed by the TV. The TV with higher pixel resolution will have more pixels on the screen making the images look clearer and clearer. Picture: 3D TV Ready ,
2D-3D, 800Hz Smart: Screen Reflection , Facebook/Twitter, YouTube, Catch Up TV , Smart TV Connection: Wi-Fi Ready , 4 HDMI 55 Panasonic TX55CX802B Ultra HD 4K Freeview HD Smart 3D LED TV Type: GradeD Tvs are items that retailers can't sell on High Street for various reasons. This may
be because TVs are excess inventory, end line/discontined models, 30-day customer return, unwanted gifts, or items with damaged packaging. When TVs come to us in an electronic world, they are technically tested, processed, repackaged and put up for sale. Before sale, all TVs are subject to
comprehensive quality control by our engineers. In most cases the item will be supplied with original packaging, it will be in excellent condition and classified as Grade A - do not use the items we sell but can have slight marks of handling. If the original packaging is not provided we will supply other safe
packaging to keep The TV is well protected in transit. The elements are generally in excellent condition but can have some small marks on the outer shell/stand. Screens will be pristine unless otherwise stated. If there are any defects or noticeable marks/scratches you will attach the pictures of the item
and the description will detail any cosmetic damage to the items. All TVs sold on this site carry a 12-month 'return to base' warranty provided by us (unless otherwise stated). Our warranty on all our products shows our confidence in every product we sell. When the TV is collected unwrapped and a
demonstration of tv is given reassurance of mind. This is truly an amazing way to save hundreds of brand new prices without sacrificing any quality or performance! General: 4K Ultra HD Picture: 3D TV Ready, 2D-3D Smart: Screen Reflection, Facebook/Twitter, YouTube, BBC iPlayer/ YouTube, Smart
TV 55 Panasonic TX-55CX700 Ultra HD 4K Freeview Freeview 3D TV Type: LED Gradient Tvs are items that retailers on High Street cannot sell for various reasons. This may be because TVs are excess inventory, end line/discontined models, 30-day customer return, unwanted gifts, or items with
damaged packaging. When TVs come to us in an electronic world, they are technically tested, processed, repackaged and put up for sale. Before sale, all TVs are subject to comprehensive quality control by our engineers. In most cases the item will be supplied with original packaging, it will be in
excellent condition and classified as Grade A - do not use the items we sell but can have slight marks of handling. If the original packaging is not provided we will supply other safe packaging to keep the TV well protected in transit. The elements are generally in excellent condition but can have some small
marks on the outer shell/stand. Screens will be pristine unless otherwise stated. If there are any defects or noticeable marks/scratches you will attach the pictures of the item and the description will detail any cosmetic damage to the items. All TVs sold on this site carry a 12-month 'return to base' warranty
provided by us (unless otherwise stated). Our warranty on all our products shows our confidence in every product we sell. When the TV is collected unwrapped and a demonstration of tv is given reassurance of mind. This is truly an amazing way to save hundreds of brand new prices without sacrificing
any quality or performance! General: 4K Ultra HD Picture: 3D TV Ready, 2D-3D Smart: Netflix 4K, Screen Reflection, Facebook/Twitter, YouTube, BBC iPlayer/YouTube, SMART TV, Quad Core Processor, Panasonic Cloud 48 Samsung UE48JU750 Ultra HD 4K Freeview HD 3D TV Type: LED Grade:
Grade A Graded: Grade A Graded Are items that High Street retailers can't sell for different reasons. This may be because TVs are excess inventory, end line/discontined models, 30-day customer return, unwanted gifts, or items with damaged packaging. When TVs come to us in an electronic world, they
are technically tested, processed, repackaged and put up for sale. Before sale, all TVs are subject to comprehensive quality control by our engineers. In most cases the item will be supplied with original packaging, it will be in excellent condition and classified as Grade A - do not use the items we sell but
can have slight marks of handling. If the original packaging is not provided we will supply other safe packaging to keep the TV well protected in transit. The elements are generally in excellent condition but can have some small marks on the outer shell/stand. Screens will be pristine unless otherwise
stated. If there are any defects or noticeable marks/scratches you will attach the pictures of the item and the description will detail any cosmetic damage to the items. All TVs sold on this site carry a 12-month 'return to base' warranty provided by us (unless otherwise stated). Our warranty on all our
products shows our confidence in every product we sell. When the TV is collected unwrapped and a demonstration of tv is given reassurance of mind. This is truly an amazing way to save hundreds of brand new prices without sacrificing any quality or performance! General : 4K Ultra HD Image: 1400 PQI
, 3D TV Ready Smart: Netflix 4K , Screen Reflection, Facebook/Twitter, YouTube, Catch Up TV, BBC iPlayer/YouTube, Smart TV , Quad Processor 55 Samsung UE5JU7500 Curved Ultra HD 4K Freeview 3D Smart 3D TV Type: Graded: Yes Graded TVs are items that retailers can't sell on High Street
for various reasons. This may be because TVs are excess inventory, end line/discontined models, 30-day customer return, unwanted gifts, or items with damaged packaging. When TVs come to us in an electronic world, they are technically tested, processed, repackaged and put up for sale. Before sale,
all TVs are subject to comprehensive quality control by our engineers. In most cases the item will be supplied with original packaging, it will be in excellent condition and classified as Grade A - do not use the items we sell but can have slight marks of handling. If the original packaging is not provided we
will supply other safe packaging to keep the TV well protected in transit. The elements are generally in excellent condition but can have some small marks on the outer shell/stand. Screens will be pristine unless otherwise stated. If there are any defects or noticeable marks/scratches will attach the item
pictures and will describe No cosmetic damage to the elements. All TVs sold on this site carry a 12-month 'return to base' warranty provided by us (unless otherwise stated). Our warranty on all our products shows our confidence in every product we sell. When the TV is collected unwrapped and a
demonstration of tv is given reassurance of mind. This is truly an amazing way to save hundreds of brand new prices without sacrificing any quality or performance! General: 4K Ultra HD pixel resolution: 3840 x 2160 Ultra HD measures the number of vertical lines by the number of horizontal lines that can
be displayed by the TV. The TV with higher pixel resolution will have more pixels on the screen making the images look clearer and clearer. Picture: 1400 PQI, 2D-3D 49 LG 49UH850V 4K Ultra HD HDR Smart 3D LED TV Gradient: Grade A Graded TVs are items that retailers can't sell on High Street for
various reasons. This may be because TVs are excess inventory, end line/discontined models, 30-day customer return, unwanted gifts, or items with damaged packaging. When TVs come to us in an electronic world, they are technically tested, processed, repackaged and put up for sale. Before sale, all
TVs are subject to comprehensive quality control by our engineers. In most cases the item will be supplied with original packaging, it will be in excellent condition and classified as Grade A - do not use the items we sell but can have slight marks of handling. If the original packaging is not provided we will
supply other safe packaging to keep the TV well protected in transit. The elements are generally in excellent condition but can have some small marks on the outer shell/stand. Screens will be pristine unless otherwise stated. If there are any defects or noticeable marks/scratches you will attach the
pictures of the item and the description will detail any cosmetic damage to the items. All TVs sold on this site carry a 12-month 'return to base' warranty provided by us (unless otherwise stated). Our warranty on all our products shows our confidence in every product we sell. When the TV is collected
unwrapped and a demonstration of tv is given reassurance of mind. This is truly an amazing way to save hundreds of brand new prices without sacrificing any quality or performance! General: 4K ULTRA HD HD 1080p: Yes 1080p indicates the number of horizontal lines can be displayed by tv screen. In
order to view high-definition images from your Blu-ray player or PlayStation 3 at its best you will need a TV capable of diplaying 1080p photo: HDR TV, 2700HZ processing rate, billion rich colors, 3D Smart Ready TV: Netflix 4K, Screen Reflection, Facebook/Twitter, YouTube, BBC iPlayer, YouTube,
Smart TV 65 UE65H6400 Full HD 1080p Freeview HD Smart 3D LED Gradient: Grade-grade TVs are items that retailers can't sell on High Street for various reasons. This may be because TVs are excess inventory, end line/discontined models, 30-day customer return, unwanted gifts, or items with
damaged packaging. When TVs come to us in an electronic world, they are technically tested, processed, repackaged and put up for sale. Before sale, all TVs are subject to comprehensive quality control by our engineers. In most cases the item will be supplied with original packaging, it will be in
excellent condition and classified as Grade A - do not use the items we sell but can have slight marks of handling. If the original packaging is not provided we will supply other safe packaging to keep the TV well protected in transit. The elements are generally in excellent condition but can have some small
marks on the outer shell/stand. Screens will be pristine unless otherwise stated. If there are any defects or noticeable marks/scratches you will attach the pictures of the item and the description will detail any cosmetic damage to the items. All TVs sold on this site carry a 12-month 'return to base' warranty
provided by us (unless otherwise stated). Our warranty on all our products shows our confidence in every product we sell. When the TV is collected unwrapped and a demonstration of tv is given reassurance of mind. This is truly an amazing way to save hundreds of brand new prices without sacrificing
any quality or performance! Picture: Football Mode , 3D TV Ready , 2D-3D, 400Hz Smart : Samsung Smart E, BBC iPlayer/ YouTube , Smart TV , BBC iPlayer, ITV Player etc , quad-core contact processor: 4 HDMI warranty period: 12 months length of time covered by TV against technical errors. The
guarantee covers all spare parts and labour costs involved in the repair. The warranty is back to the base which means in an unlikely state of error you can take the TV back to any of our 5 branches to fix. 55 Sony KD555X8509C 4K Ultra HD Android Smart Android 3D LED TV Gradient: Grade A Graded
TVs are items that retailers can't sell on High Street for various reasons. This may be because TVs are excess inventory, end line/discontined models, 30-day customer return, unwanted gifts, or items with damaged packaging. When TVs come to us in an electronic world, they are technically tested,
processed, repackaged and put up for sale. Before sale, all TVs are subject to comprehensive quality control by our engineers. In most cases the item will be supplied with original packaging, it will be in excellent condition and classified as Grade A - do not use the items we sell but can have slight marks
of handling. If the original package is not We will supply other safe packaging to keep the TV well protected in transit. The elements are generally in excellent condition but can have some small marks on the outer shell/stand. Screens will be pristine unless otherwise stated. If there are any defects or
noticeable marks/scratches you will attach the pictures of the item and the description will detail any cosmetic damage to the items. All TVs sold on this site carry a 12-month 'return to base' warranty provided by us (unless otherwise stated). Our warranty on all our products shows our confidence in every
product we sell. When the TV is collected unwrapped and a demonstration of tv is given reassurance of mind. This is truly an amazing way to save hundreds of brand new prices without sacrificing any quality or performance! General: 4K Ultra HD pixel resolution: 3840 x 2160 Ultra HD measures the
number of vertical lines by the number of horizontal lines that can be displayed by the TV. The TV with higher pixel resolution will have more pixels on the screen making the images look clearer and clearer. Picture: 3D TV Ready, 2D-3D, 1000Hz Smart: Netflix 4K , Reflection Screen , Facebook/Twitter,
YouTube, Catch Up TV , Android TV, Smart TV 65 LG OLED65E6V 4K ULTRA HD Smart 3D TV M: Yes Graded TVs are items that cannot be sold in High Street for various reasons. This may be because TVs are excess inventory, end line/discontined models, 30-day customer return, unwanted gifts, or
items with damaged packaging. When TVs come to us in an electronic world, they are technically tested, processed, repackaged and put up for sale. Before sale, all TVs are subject to comprehensive quality control by our engineers. In most cases the item will be supplied with original packaging, it will be
in excellent condition and classified as Grade A - do not use the items we sell but can have slight marks of handling. If the original packaging is not provided we will supply other safe packaging to keep the TV well protected in transit. The elements are generally in excellent condition but can have some
small marks on the outer shell/stand. Screens will be pristine unless otherwise stated. If there are any defects or noticeable marks/scratches you will attach the pictures of the item and the description will detail any cosmetic damage to the items. All TVs sold on this site carry a 12-month 'return to base'
warranty provided by us (unless otherwise stated). Our warranty on all our products shows our confidence in every product we sell. When the TV is collected unwrapped and a demonstration of tv is given reassurance of mind. This is truly an amazing way to save hundreds of brand new prices without
sacrificing any quality or performance! Type: OLED General: 4K Ultra HD Picture: HDR TV, billion rich colors, picture on glass, perfect black, perfect, perfect vision, dolby vision, 3D TV ready, negative cinema 3D smart: Netflix 4K, screen reflection, Facebook/Twitter, YouTube, UP UP TV Skype, Skype
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